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Problem Statement
Our task is to determine the number of edges that allow 

blocking unwanted nodes in a directed graph (digraph). Consider 
a digraph G  with a set of nodes .U  Let a subset /U U⊆ of so-
called undesirable nodes. Our task is to construct an algorithm for 
allocating a set of edges, removal of which from the digraph G
leads to blocking (breaking) all paths entering the set /U from the 
outside and leaving the set /U outside.

This problem is NP- problem, but if you can somehow split 
the digraph G into sub graphs, it is possible to reduce the number 
of edges removed and to simplify the calculations by solving this 
problem for the selected sub-graphs. Indeed, denote p (denote q ) 

the total number of edges coming from the set /\U U  to the set /U
(coming from the set /U to the set /\ .U U  Then you can only delete 
edges whose number is less. Moreover, splitting the digraph into 
sub-graphs we reduce the total number of deleted edges.

Solution of the Problem

In [1], a digraph /G is constructing of nodes from the set 
/U  and the edges between them. On the set of nodes /U  in [2] 

the cyclic equivalence relation a b (the partial order a b≥ ) is 
introduced if in /G  there exists a cycle containing ,a b  (there exists 
a path from node a  to node b ). Call the cyclic equivalence classes  

 
- clusters, extending the partial order relation ≥  to clusters, and 
draw between any clusters ,A B an edge if such an edge exists in

/ .G

Define the set of clusters *W  (the set of clusters **),W  in which 
in the digraph G edges income from outside /G  (from which edges 
come outside /G ). We draw generalized edges →  from clusters 

*A W∈ into clusters 

** :B W A B∈ → , if A B≥ . The resulting bipartite digraph is 
denoting by Γ .

Eliminate the orientation of the edges →  in the digraph Γ  and 
select the components of connectivity in the resulting undirected 
graph, and then restore the orientation of the edges in them and get 
digraphs 1,..., .mΓ Γ

For each digraph tΓ define * * ** **,t t t tW W W W= Γ = Γ
 

 

and denote ,t tp q  the numbers of edges of the digraph G , entering 
from outside and leaving outside the digraph tΓ respectively, 

1,..., .t m=

For each digraph, tΓ we remove those edges, which number is less, 

and   we   receive    in   equality 
1 1 1

min( , ) min , min( , ),
m m m

t t t t
t t t

p q p q p q
= = =

 ≤ ≤ 
 

∑ ∑ ∑
reinforcing the results of [1,2] significantly, because from the 
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Abstract
In this paper, a protein network represented by a directed graph is considered. The problem of determining the minimum number of edges that 

break paths from the input proteins of the network to the output ones and passing through some subset of proteins in this network is analyzing. A 
sequential decomposition algorithm, basing on a selection of classes of cyclically equivalent nodes in the sub-graphs with dedicated subset of nodes 
and on a construction of some bipartite graph is suggesting. This algorithm increases significantly previous results obtained in [1,2].
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condition * **, ,A W B W A B∈ ∈ ≥  it follows that the clusters 
* **,A W B W∈ ∈  are included in the same sub graph tΓ of the 

digraph Γ .
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